Accurate ab initio potential for the Na+...I* complex.
High-level ab initio calculations employing the multireference configuration interaction and coupled clusters methods with a correlation-consistent sequence of basis sets have been used to obtain accurate potential energy curves for the complex of the sodium cation with the iodine atom. Potential curves for the first two electronic Lambda-S states have very different characters: the potential for the 2pi state has a well depth of approximately 10 kcal/mol, while the 2sigma state is essentially unbound. This difference is rationalized in terms of the anisotropic interaction of the quadrupole moment of the iodine atom with the sodium cation, which is stabilizing in the case of the 2pi state and destabilizing in the case of the 2sigma state. The effects of spin-orbit coupling have been accounted for with both ab initio and semiempirical approaches, which have been found to give practically the same results. Inclusion of spin-orbit interactions does not affect the X(omega = 32) ground state, which retains its 2pi character, but it results in two omega = 12 spin-orbit states, with mixed 2sigma and 2pi characters and binding energies roughly half of that of the ground spin-orbit state. Complete basis set (CBS) extrapolations of potential curves, binding energies, and equilibrium geometries were also performed, and used to calculate a number of rovibronic parameters for the Na+...I* complex and to parameterize model potentials. The final CBS-extrapolated and zero-point vibrational energy-corrected binding energy is 10.2 kcal/mol. Applications of the present results for simulations of NaI photodissociation femtosecond spectroscopy are discussed.